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1848-1795. Works on the Bombay branch of Bombay. Colebrooke's' merchants and
bankers. It was composed of sixteen.Beneath the justifiable but extraordinarily bitter
lamentation over whether some Syrian refugees (and those from other nations) could

have been saved, there was something else—and what that tells us is why it is so
important that we speak of this in much greater detail than we often do. Yes, it is

absolutely true that many Syrians perished in their home country, though at a rate of
some 12,000 per month before the conflict began and then (thanks to “war-weary”

American youth) fell to a few hundred a month thereafter. One can very much sense
the grumbling and the cries of “look, they’re letting in people who weren’t born here,

and worse—they’re letting them in!” The entire thing is quite as sinister and
frightening as it sounds. These objections are understandable; you and I would quite

like to share those reservations, and perhaps we can, if we all speak truth to each
other. But what we must not lose sight of is that the debate about Syrian refugees is,
in truth, a debate about all of us. Even though, it seems, millions of Americans don’t

share the tenor of the existing campaign for such refugees, the campaign to ease the
admission process for Syrian refugees has d0c515b9f4
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Partners Arsenal get frustrated!
Arsenal fans love to complain at their
clubs whenever things don’t go their
way or they lose. But sometimes a
good dose of ‘Frustration’ is what a

manager needs to motivate his
players. Arsene Wenger didn’t have
to say anything to get his players to
go for it after Arsenal failed to score

in their first game of the season
against Manchester City. So when
Arsenal failed to capitalise on two

early opportunities in the second half
of their opener, it was no surprise

that Arsene Wenger decided to shake
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things up. He sent on Adebayor and
Giroud to inject pace, and he

reshaped his formation to a back
three, making Theo Walcott his

centre forward. So that should help
Arsenal counter attacks and break
down any feeble opposition, right?
Well the end product of Giroud’s

return was not an attacking
masterpiece, but Giroud got a hat-
trick in the 3-0 win over Swansea

City. The Gunners will be
disappointed of course with the

manner in which they lost to Man
City. But after their dreadful run of
results last season, this is a crucial

win for them. And after their
miserable run of results last season,
Wenger must be a bit frustrated at

his team. Arsene Wenger must have
ranted and raved at his team after

their defeats and he must have been
frustrated with the way his squad

were doing the bare minimum in the
last 3 games. But he keeps on

plugging away and making them a
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stronger unit in the process. He will
not allow his player’s thoughts to get

the better of him; he is a man who
demands a lot from his players. Look
how he stopped, after a bit of build-
up play, and explained his tactics
when there were few goals being

scored last week. In the last 6
games, the Gunners have been

converted from being a mid-table
team into a real force in the race for

4th place. Their squad is stronger
and better now, and in no
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